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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A communication system utilizing quadrature modula- 
tion and complementary demodulation. The input data is 
modulated by a modulating oscillator having two quad- 
rature phased signals, and the modulated data is trans- 
mitted over two channels to a demodulator which includes 
a demodulating oscillator. One transmission channel 
carries the in-phase portion of the modulated data while 
the second channel carries the quadrature portion of the 
modulated data. A third channel may be employed to 
transmit a phase-lock signal between the modulating 
oscillator and the demodulating oscillator. The system is 
capable of transmitting input signals having frequencies 
which are below, at, or above the carrier frequency; and 
the bandwidth of the transmission channels may be less 







Tbe invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 
manufactured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes without the payment of any royal- 
ties thereon or therefor. 35 
This invention relates in general to carrier type com- 
munication systems. and relates more particularly to such 
2 
These modulated signals are transmitted {by a suitable 
data link to a demodulator. In a demodulator, the modu- 
lated signals are multiplied in a predetermined fashion 
by the output signals from a second oscillator which 
has the same frequency as the modulating oscillator and 
which also generates two sine and cosine function out- 
put signals which are displaced 90 degrees from each 
other. These multiplied outputs are then selectively com- 
bined in summing networks or devices to produce two 
signals which correspond, wspectivley, to the in-phase 
and quadrature components of the data. If there is no 
phase shift between the modulating oscillator and the 
demodulating oscillator, the demodulated output of the 
second channel will be zero at all times, so that the out- 
put of the first summing device will represent the com- 
plete magnitude of the input signal. The present inven- 
tion is particularly effective for transmitting data band 
frequencies which are below, at, or above the frequency 
d the modulated carrier wave. 
It is therefore an object of this invention to provide an 
improved carrier type communication system which is 
capable of passing data band frequencies which are be- 
low, at, or above the carrier frequency. 
It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
carrier type communication system employing modula- 
tion by the input data of two quadrature output signals 
of a reference oscillator having a predetermined fre- 
quency, and the demodulation of these modulated signals 
by the quadrature output signals of a demodulating 
oscillator having the same predetermined frequency as 
the reference oscillator. 
It is an additional object of the present invention to 
provide a carrier type communication system employing 
modulation by the input data of two output signals of a 
reference oscillator, these output signals representing sine 
and cosine functions of a predetermined carrier frequency, 
and the demodulation of these modulated signals rbv 
systems where the frequency of the data is closely related 
to the frequency of the carrier. 
William J. Kenvin and Michael G. Dix, Ser. No. 520,839, 
Jan. 13, 1966, assigned to the same assignee as this ap- 
plication, there is disclosed a system for removing or 
eliminating an unwanted modulation from data-bearing 
signals. 
In the above-identified application, the invention is 
directed to the elimination of unwanted spin modulation 
effects moduced in the outmts of sensors mounted in a 
multiplying them with the output signals of a d<mod&- 
ing oscillator which produces sine and cosine functions 
Objects and advantages other than those set forth 
above Will be apparent from the following description, 
when read in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a block diagram of the system of the 
above described covending avdication: 
In a copending application of the present inventor and 40 of the predetermined carrier frequency. 
45 
spinning platform, such as satellite. This elimination is 
effected by multiplying the quadrature sensor output sig- 
nals by sine and cosine functions from an oscillator hav- 
ing a frequency corresponding to spin frequency of the 
satellite, and combining these multiplied signals in a 
predetermined manner to produce signals which are a 
measure of the sensor outputs with the spin modulation 
effects removed. 
The present invention is an extension of the teachings 
of the above-identified application to a carrier type com- 
munication system employing modulation and demodu- 
lation. In this invention, an input process is modulated 
by a modulating oscillator and the modulated signal trans- 
mitted over at least two channels to a demodulator which 
includes a demodulating oscillator. One transmksion 
channel carries the in-phase portion of the modulated 
data, while d e  second channel carries the quadrature 
portion of the modulated data. A third channel may be 
employed to transmit a phase-lock signal between the 
modulating oscillator and the demodulating oscillator. 
In the modulator, the data input modulates the output 
signals of a reference oscillator having two sine and 
cosine function outputs displaced 90 degrees from each 
other. 
FIGURE 2 is a- vecto; digram explaining the opera- 
tion of the system of this invention; 
FIGURE 3 i s  a block diagram of one embodiment of 
50 the present invention, illustrating the use of three data 
channels; 
FIGURE 4 is a block diagram of an alternate simpli- 
fied embodiment of the present invention for use where 
there is no phase shift between the modulating oscillator 
FIGURES 5a and 5b are diagrams illustrating the 
theory of operation of the invention when data frequen- 
cies at or near zero are to be employed. 
The present invention can best be understood by first 
60 referring to the system of the above-identified copending 
application as shown in FIGURE 1. Reference numerals 
10 and 12 identify a pair of directional sensors whose 
outputs are modulated by the spinning of a platform on 
which they are mounted. Sensors 10; 12 have their axes 
65 of sensitivities displaced 90 degrees from each other, as 
indicated by the arrows 11, 13, and are employed to 
measure variations in a quantity identified as H(t) in 
in the vector diagram of FTGURE 2. The platform is 
assumed to be spinning at an angular velocity w, meas- 
70 ured in radians per second, and it is this spinning velocity 
which produces the modulation of the outputs of sep- 
sors 1@,12. 
55 and the demodulating oscillator; and 
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In the vector diagram of FIGURE 2, line 52 represents 
a reference direction along which the axis of sensor 10 
is disposed, line 53 represents the axis along which the 
axis of sensor 12 is disposed, and line 51 indicates the 
direction of the variable or phenomena H(t) being 
measured. Further, the angle $ is that between the fixed 
reference line 52 and the variable to be measured, and 
curved line 54 represents the angular motion wt of the 
spinning platform, this angular motion producing a modu- 
lation of the outputs of sensors 10, 12. From FIGURE 2, 
it will be seen that the output signal of sensor 10 is 
H(t)  cos (wt-$), and that the output,of sensor 12 
isH(t)  sin (wt-$). 
Referring again to FIGURE 1, the output signal from 
sensor 10 is sumlied as one $put to each of a uair of 
multipliers 16, -is, while the okput signal from-sensor 
12 is supplied as one input to each of a pair of multipliers 
20, 22. Each of multipliers 16, 18, 20 and 22 receives 
another input from a two phase oscillator 24. Oscillator 
24 produces two phase-displaced output signals, one of 
which corresponds to sin wt and appears on line 26, 
and the other of which corresponds to cos wt and appears 
on a line 28. The sin wt signal on line 26 is supplied as 
an input to each of multipliers 16 and 20, while the 
cos wt signal on line 28 is supplied to each of multipliers 
18 and 22. Two phase oscillator 24 is driven by a refer- 
ence generator 14 which is locked in phase and frequency 
with the spinning platform. 
The output signals from multipliers 16 and 22 are 
combined in a summing amplifier 30, while the output 
signals from multipliers 18 and 20 are combined in a 
summing amplifier 32, after inversion of the output signal 
of multiplier 20 in an inverting amplifier 34. The output 
from summing amplifier 30 appears at a terminal 36 
and corresponds to H(t) sin $, and the output of sum- 
ming amplifier 32 appears at a terminal 38 and corre- 
sponds to H(t) cos $. That this relationship prevails for 
the signals appearing on terminals 36 and 38 can be 
established by the following: 
Recalling that the output of sensor 10 corresponds 
to H(t) cos ( w t - e ) ,  and the output of sensor 12 cor- 
responds to H(t) sin (wt -$ ) ,  the output of multiplier 
16 will be seen to be 
(1 )  
The output from multiplier 18 is 
(2) 
The output from multiplier 20 is 
(3 I 
The output from multiplier 22 is 
(4) 
The summing of the output signals from multipliers 
16 and 22 in amplifier 30 produces an output signal Y 
on terminal 36 represented by: 
H ( t )  cos (wt-$) sin wt 
H(t) COS (we-$) COS wt 
H(t) sin (wt-$) sin wt 
H ( t )  sin (wt-$) cos wt 
Y=H(t) [cos (wt-$) sin wt+sin 
(wt-ss) cos wtl=N(t) sin $ (5) 
Similarly, the summing of the output signals of multi- 
pliers 18 and 20, after inversion of the output of multiplier 
20 in inverter 34, produces an output signal X on ter- 
minal 38 represented by: 
X = H ( t )  [cos (wt-+) cos wt-sin 
(wt-$) sin w t ] = H ( t )  cos $ (6) 
Thus, the two output signals shown by Equations 5 
and 6 correspond to the two components of H(t) pro- 
jected along the reference direction (line 52) and a 
direction perpendicular to the reference direction (line 
53), and are independent of the angular velocity of the 
sensor mounts. Since the effect of the modulation by 
the spinning platform has been eliminated, it can be seen 

















mitting data whose frequency is below, at, or above the 
spin modulation frequency. 
It will be understood that the foregoing relates to the 
subject matter of the above-identified copending appli- 
cation and forms no part of the present invention, it 
being presented here only for purposes of facilitating 
understanding of this invention. 
FIGURE 3 illustrates one embodiment of the present 
invention applied to a carrier type communication system 
involving three data channels. As shown in FIGURE 3, 
the input data to be modulated for transmission and 
subsequent demodulation appears at an input terminal 
40, and is supplied as inputs to each of a pair of multi- 
pliers 42 and 44. Multipliers 42, 44 each receive an 
input from a two phase reference oscillator 46. Oscil- 
lator 46 generates two phase-displaced output signals, 
one signal corresponding to sin wt and the other signal 
corresponding to cos wt, w being the angular velocity 
of the carrier frequency. Oscillator 46 may also produce 
a reference output signal on a third output line for pro- 
viding a phase lock with the two phase oscillator in the 
demodulator. 
The cos wt signal from oscillator 46 is supplied as 
an input to multiplier 42 where it is multiplied with the 
input signal from terminal 40. The sin w1 signal from 
oscillator 46 is supplied as an input to multiplier 44 
where it is multiplied with the input signal from terminal 
40. The outputs of multipliers 42, 44 thus represent the 
modulated data-bearing signal, each output signal being 
displaced 90 degrees from the other. 
The modulated outputs from multipliers 42 and 44 
may then be transmitted in some suitable manner, such 
as through a data link represented by a channel 47 for 
multiplier 42 and a channel 48 for multiplier 44. The 
data link may also include a channel 49 for transmission 
of the phase-lock signal from oscillator 46. 
The signals from the data link are supplied to a two 
phase demodulator which includes multipliers 16, 18, 20 
and 22 as described above in connection with FIGURE 1. 
The signal from channel 47 is supplied as an input to 
each of multipliers 16 and 18, while the signal from 
channel 48 is supplied as inputs to each of multipliers 
20 and 22. Each of the multipliers also receives an input 
from a two phase oscillator 50 which is locked in phase 
with modulating oscillator 46 by the signal transmitted 
on channel 49. Oscillator 50 produces two phase-displaced 
signals, one of which corresponds to sin wf and is sup- 
plied to multipliers 16 and 20, and the other of which 
corresponds to cos wt and is supplied to multipliers 18 
and 22. These inputs from oscillator 50 act in a manner 
similar to that described above 'in connection with FIG- 
URE 1 to multiply the input signals from channels 47 
and 48 in a predetermined manner. 
The output signals from multipliers 16 and 22 are 
supplied, as before, to a summing amplifier 30. The out- 
put signals from multipliers 18 and 20 are supplied to a 
summing amplifier 32, after inversion of the output of 
multiplier 20 in an inverting amplifier 34. 
The output signah appearing on terminals 36 and 38 
correspond to the in-phase and quadrature components 
of the demodulated data signal, respectively. The mathe- 
matical description presented above for the operation of 
the system of FIGURE 1 is an accurate description of 
the operation of the system shown in FIGURE 3. Thus, 
the modulation-demodulation system of the present inven- 
tion is operable to pass data band frequencies which 
are below, at, or above the frequency of the modulated 
carrier. This is of particular advantage where the carrier 
frequency must be in the band of frequencies ordinarily 
occupied by input information, as in data amplifiers and 
tape recorders, for example. 
If there is no phase shift $ between the modulating os- 
cillator 46 and the demodulating oscillator 50, the de- 
modulated output of the second channel will be zero at 
all times and the output of the first channel will represent 
3,456,193 
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the complete magnitude of the input signal. Under these fi(t)=fg(t) cos B 
f ( t )  conditions, the circuitry required to practice the present invention may be simplified to that shown in FIGURE 
4. FIGURE 4 corresponds to the system of FIGURE 3 
except that multipliers 18 and 20 have been eliminated, as 
well as amplifier 32 and inverting amplifier 34. The out- 
amplifier 30 to produce an output on terminal 36 which 
corresponds to the complete magnitude of the input sig- 
nal appearing at terminal 40. As indicated above, the 10 
system of FIGURE? 4 could be further simplified by elim- 
inating channel 49 for transmission of the phase lock 
can be derived from either of the other two channels. 
system of the present invention is capable of transmitting 
information beyond the normal capacity of an informa- 
tion channel, the following mathematical analysis is pre- 
sented, (along with the diagrams of FIGURE 5. 
=,: + f ( w )  cos (a+a) cos a+ 
n=l  
puts of multipliers 16 and 22 are combined in summing (20) 
expanding 
f h ( t )  =E -L- f(w)[cos a-cos (a+2p)]+ f ( t )  
n=l  4 
f (0  signal between the oscillators, if this phase lock signal +-[-cos (a-2B)+cos a] 
- f $ )  [cos a+cos (a-za)] 
(21) Xn order to show that the modulation-demodulation 15 
f ( t )  f i ( t )  =C + f (w)[cos (af2P) +cos a]+ 
N 
n=l 
=E f,(t) cos a sin B This shows that full bandwidth information can be trans- 3o mitted through a data channel having no capability of 
passing the upper sidebands. Some distortion is present if 
a=w,t+$,(t) 
B= wot (9) 
3)4bti)I9Y 
8 
means for applying said data-bearing signals and said and said fourth signals being displaced 90 degrees 
in phase from each other; first oscillator signal to said first multiplier; 
third, fourth, fifth and sixth multipliers, each being means for applying said data-bearing signals and said 
adapted to receive two input signals and provide an second oscillator signal to said second multiplier; 
output signal which is a product of its two input a second two phase oscillator providing third and 
signals; fourth oscillator signals at said carrier frequency, 
means for applying the output signal of said first multi- said third and fourth signals being displaced 90 de- 
plier to said third and said fourth multipliers; grees in phase from each other, said second oscillator 
means for supplying the output signal of said second being in phase with said first oscillator; 
multiplier to said fifth and said sixth multipliers; third and fourth muitipliers, each being adapted to re- 
means for supplying said third oscillator signal of said ceive two input signals and provide an output signal 
second two phase oscillator to said third and fifth which is the product of its two input signals; 
multipliers; a first data link for applying the output signal of said 
means for supplying said fourth oscillator signal of said first multiplier and said third oscillator signal to 
second two phase oscillator to said fourth and sixth 15 said third multiplier, said link having a bandwidth 
mu1 tipliers ; narrower than that of said data-bearing frequency 
means for combining the output signals of said third band; 
and sixth multipliers; and a second data link for applying the output signal of 
means for combining the output signals of said four@ said second multiplier and said fourth oscillator sig- 
and fifth multipliers, whereby two output signals are 2g nal to said fourth multiplier, said second data link 
obtained which correspond to the in-phase and having a bandwidth narrower than that of said data- 
quadrature components of said data-bearing signal. bearing frequency band; and 
2. Apparatus as defined by claim 1 wherein said means means for summing the output signals from said third 
for combining said output signals of said third and sixth and said fourth multipliers to produce signals repli- 
multipliers and said means for combining said output sig- 25 cating said data-bearing signals. 
nals of said fourth and fifth multipliers each comprise a 7. Apparatus as defined by claim 6 in which said first 
summing amplifier. and said third oscillator signals are sine functions of said 
3. Apparatus as defined by claim 2 wherein the means carrier frequency, and said second and said fourth oscil- 
for combining the output signals of said fourth and fifth lator signals are cosine functions of said carrier fre- 
multipliers further comprises an inverting amplifier COU- 30 quency. 
ween said fifth multiplier and said summing 8. Apparatus as defined by claim 6 including means for 
amplifier. transmitting a phase-lock signal between said first oscil- 
4. Apparatus as defined by claim 1 in which said first lator and said second oscillator to maintain said oscilla- 
and said third oscillator signals are sine functions of said tors in phase with each other. 
carrier frequency and said second and fourth OSCillatOr 35 9. Apparatus as defined by claim 8 including a third 
signals are cosine functions of said carrier frequency. data channel for transmitting said phase-lock signal be- 
5. Apparatus as defined by claim 1 including means tween said first oscillator and said second oscillator. 
for transmitting a phase-lock signal between said first 
oscillator and said second oscillator to maintain said os- References Cited 
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